Florida State Parks are full of natural treasures.

**Use your senses of sight, hearing, smell and touch to discover the treasures in this park.**

Below are clues for treasures to find. Explore the park and write what you discover. Remember to never touch anything you are not sure is safe. Ask an adult for help first and always leave what you find where you found it.

**Use your** [ ] **to look for these clues.**

- Something red ____________________________________________

- Something older than you __________________________________

- Something which does not belong __________________________________

**Use your** [ ] **to listen for these clues.**

- A nature sound ____________________________________________

- A human-made sound ________________________________________

- Something which flies ______________________________________
People have five senses. For this activity you are only using four. What sense are you not using? ______________________

Use your __________ to smell for these clues.

Something in the air________________________________________

Something on the ground_____________________________________

Something in bloom_________________________________________

Use your __________ to feel for these clues.  

⚠️ Ask parent or guardian first if something is safe to touch.

Something soft _____________________________________________

Something rough ___________________________________________

Something round ___________________________________________

Treasures you sensed today could be harmed if they are not protected by Park Rangers.

Which of the items you sensed needs to be protected? How did you sense it?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

How can you help Park Rangers protect the parks’ treasures?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________